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Purpose

• Discuss Navy HQWeb Deployment Project
• Demonstrate Navy HQWeb tools
• Discuss future direction of Navy HQWeb
Navy HQWeb Principles

WEB based

Customer focused ... Who are these tools for?
Build on past successes & other people’s successes
Use WEB to improve processes/capabilities
Rapid Deployment / Phased Approach
Disciplined approach
Information as a ‘byproduct’
‘Test drive’ new technologies quickly
One stop shop .. link vs. build
Flexible/expandable
Full Lifecycle Support

Self Service
Navy HQWeb Portfolio Goals

**INTRANET**

#1. Action Officers, Analysts, and Executives
- Usable web-based tools and information
- Reengineer/improve processes around the web
- Increase knowledge & competency
- Improve quality of work life
- Access anywhere by any device

**EXTRANET**

#2. Partners & Customers
- Better service to customers
- Community leadership & easy access
- Further CNO top 5 priorities
- Accurate & current information
- Ease of collaboration
- Reengineer/improve processes using the web

**INTERNET**

#3. Public
- Navy leadership
- Source of latest news and information
- OPNAV .. a great place to work
Deployment of Navy HQWeb Tools

N-code Web sites & Collaboration

Phase 1

Tasker

Phase 2

Knowledge Portals

Phase 3

Personal Portals

Future

UNCLASSIFIED & CLASSIFIED
CIO Approved

- DON, Navy & OPNAV CIO approved
- Technical Architecture and Approach Validated to work with NMCI
- Knowledge Portal is not redundant or incompatible, but in fact compliments DON Portal
Navy HQWeb Plan

• Leverage N4 Investment to Support OPNAV
  - N4 web-based toolset is operational .. 80% solution
  - Provides Actions Officers & Analysts with measurable benefit
  - Enhances Collaboration with customers
• Phased Deployment to all of OPNAV
• Engage Action Officers early & continuously
• Continually evolve tool set to meet Action Officer & Analyst Needs
• Remember the “Logistics”- Lifecycle Support
Future Innovations

• Customizable Desk(Web)top
• Readiness Dashboard
• Portals for Communities of Practice
  - Budget Analysts
  - Travelers
  - Enterprise
• Web-enable PPBS
  - BAM
  - POM
• Real-time Collaboration